STOR AG E
C OL L E C T ION

Beautiful furniture provides the backdrop for successful teams.
Functional furniture is an essential tool. Watson provides a family
of storage components to pair with your desks, benches and tables
in the open office, private office and meeting spaces. The simple design
visually blends within new and existing space plans. Durable construction,
premium finishes, and features including mobility and non-handedness
make your Watson storage a lasting asset.
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INTRODUCTION

Personal Storage

Central Storage

Private Office Storage

Meeting and Conference Storage

Side Tower

Zo Side

Tonic Credenza

Stash

Trolley

PERSONAL STORAGE
Today’s open office is a hub of active communication. Staying
organized helps turn that communication into results. Watson
provides a range of multi-functional, compact and mobile
personal storage components that support the work-at-hand
and lend flexibility when workflows change.

Product Modified Zo Side with M2 desk

Finishes Blonde Echo and Frosty White with Silver

PERSONAL STORAGE
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Product Tonic Bench with Stash

Finishes Blonde Echo and Fashion Grey with Frosty White

Stash
Ultra-simple and exceptionally durable, Stash is a
workhorse. In-line micro casters make it easy to dock
Stash under the worksurface. Choose a two-tone
finish and bright accent color to accentuate your
team’s unique personality.

Upper tray holds
personal items

Folded steel panel
holds contents in place

Micro-casters make
stowing Stash easy

SIMPLE AND DURABLE
Designed for mobile workers who appreciate
a clutter free workspace, compact outer
dimensions make Stash the ideal companion
in high density work environments.
Compartment holds
any type of bag or CPU
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PERSONAL STORAGE

Trolley
The Trolley is a fresh alternative to conventional
workplace storage. This compact and mobile
unit is loaded with functional compartments to
organize personal items for work and play.

Learn more about Trolley on our Vimeo channel

VERSATILE AND FUNCTIONAL
A synthetic felt lined upper tray provides a soft landing
for electronics and work tools, while larger items and
files fit comfortably in the adjacent box. Both the upper
tray and the filing box are secured by a two-way sliding
door with individual locking capability. The flexible open
compartment is designed to keep storage bins, shoes or
laptop bags close at hand.

Optional cushion for
impromptu seating

Lockable filing
and bag storage

Parking for bins,
bags or equipment

PERSONAL STORAGE
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Tonic Credenza
Where more storage or surface area is needed,
Tonic Credenzas fit the bill. Tailor your design
with optional stacker and base. Add bins, and
you’re smartly organized.

Product Seven Workbench with Tonic Credenza

Finishes Frosty White with Fashion Grey

Zo Side
Side storage units eliminate the need for
overheads by stretching conventional peds
vertically adjacent to the work table.
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PERSONAL STORAGE

Wardrobe cubby
with coat hook

Integrated USB
charging

Side Tower
Now you see it, now you don’t. Gracious
space within the cabinet provides shelves and
bins to both display and conceal work tools
and personal items - including space to hang
your hat (and jacket). The lockable, roll-out
shelf maximizes vertical space and is ideal for
sit-to-stand work applications. Dock your Side
Tower next to any table to put work tools and
personal items within arm’s reach.

Learn more about Side Tower on our Vimeo channel

Filing compartment
or open bin

MAXIMIZE VERTICAL SPACE

USB CHARGING

Side Towers offer convenient access to personal items, and an
additional 24” of side-to-side privacy when open.

Integrated USB ports provide convenience for charging devices
and help keep the worksurface clear of clutter.

PERSONAL STORAGE
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Product Seven Desk with Bahn Raceway and Bahn Storage

Finishes Craft Saddle with Charcoal and Clearcoat

CENTRAL STORAGE
Well-organized teams spend less time looking for what they need and more
time creating results. Ideal for active and compact spaces, these components
keep shared tools secure and provide dedicated space for display materials
and personal gear.

Zo Bookcases

Zo Lockers

Bahn Lockers

Bahn Cubby
Zo Lat

Bahn Aisle Credenzas
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CENTRAL STORAGE

Bahn Aisle
Credenzas
The Bahn family includes a line of multi-functional
credenzas that provide community storage. Use your
credenza to define an aisle-way and provide moderate
privacy between adjacent workstations.

Robust 1 ¼” top matches
the durability and function
of a worksurface.

Available in two heights and
three configuration styles

EXTENDING THE WORKSURFACE
Your Bahn credenza top is designed to
function as a secondary worksurface
and aligns dimensionally with your desk
or bench. All Aisle Storage units are
non-handed and cable friendly.

CENTRAL STORAGE
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Product Zo Bookcase

Finishes Frosty White with Satin Gray

Zo Lateral Files

Zo Bookcases & Towers

Bahn Cubbies

Offices in need of filing storage will
benefit from Zo Lateral files, a tried and
true staple modernized with your choice
of finishes and premium hardware.

Combinations of doors, drawers and open
shelves make sure you have what you
need - even for your most unique storage
requirements.

Cubbies are sized just right for light
storage in compact spaces. You can
choose to secure your cubbies with an
optional guest or resident lock.
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CENTRAL STORAGE

Zo Lockers
Zo lockers are the ideal solution for centralized personal
gear storage. Available is five distinct styles, these lockers
lend universal function to the busy office. Zo lockers can
be raised off the floor with an optional riser kit.

Digital lock option
available

Bahn Lockers

Internal hooks and
shelf for personal
items

Lower bin is perfect
for shoes, helmet or
other drop-in items

Available in two, three and four door units, Bahn lockers are the
perfect place for team members to stow their gear. A small shelf,
coat hook and bin keeps items neatly organized.

CENTRAL STORAGE
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PRIVATE OFFICE STORAGE
Refined design details, generous compartments, and freestanding capability
deliver high function to the modern private office. Provide tuck-away space for
overflow and open areas for display.
Miro Bookcase

Miro Display Tower

Zo Stak

Zo Denza

Miro Credenza

Product Miro Desk with Miro Storage
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PRIVATE OFFICE STORAGE

Zo Denza

Finishes Natural Ash with Silver

Zo Denza
An innovative take on conventional storage,
Zo Denzas feature built in optioning for
stackable storage and unique base styles.

STAK IT
The Zo Stak is a nimble storage component that melds the
capacity of an overhead with the ability to move the unit
side to side along the top of the Denza. Open sight lines or
increase privacy without having to change the furniture.

Robust Denzas are ideal for
ancillary seating

Three base options

BEAUTY AND BRAUN
Available in three heights and nine widths,
the Zo Denza + Zo Stak combo delivers
robust durability and beautiful design to
workspaces large and small.

PRIVATE OFFICE STORAGE
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Miro Storage
Unique by design, Miro storage is built with a solid
wood interior and finished with powder-coated
steel veneer. The refined design detail elevates the
visual value of your credenzas, lats and peds.

DISTINCTIVE DESIGN
Thin horizontal reveals and premium hardware
add sophistication to the Miro collection. Size
logic supports side-by-side visual alignment
when planning storage-heavy work areas.
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PRIVATE OFFICE STORAGE

MEETING & CONFERENCE
STORAGE
A well-furnished meeting zone provides your teams
with the technical support they need to connect and
move business forward.

A/V CUT OUTS
For sideboard and display applications, Zo Denzas
are a cost effective option for small meeting
rooms and contemporary board rooms.

MEETING & CONFERENCE STORAGE
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WHY WATSON
BUILT HERE IN AMERICA

DURABILITY

All Watson products are manufactured at a
state-of-the-art facility in the Pacific Northwest.
Regionally sourced raw materials are converted
to finished goods that contain up to 75% total
recycled content and Indoor Advantage™
Certification.

By engineering furniture for multiple use cycles,
Watson extends the useful life of each product and
reduces landfill impact. Every component is tested
to measures well beyond industry standards.

TAILORED PRODUCTS

V I S I T WAT S O N F U R N I T U R E . C O M

26246 Twelve Trees Lane NW, Poulsbo, Washington 98370
800.426.1202 watsonfurniture.com
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By centralizing design, engineering and
manufacturing processes, Watson is able to
provide an unprecedented level of modification.
Finishes, sizes and functionality can be tailored
to complement any environment and use.

